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By Charles Dickens
CHARACTER LIST

Oliver Twist  Fagin  Dodger  Charley

Mrs. Corney  Mr. Brownlow  Mr. Sowerberry  Mr. Gamfield

Monks
Adapted from the original text, *Oliver Twist*, by Charles Dickens
Oliver goes to school and sleeps at school.

The children are hungry.

Oliver turns 9 years old and exits school.
Adapted from the original text, *Oliver Twist*, by Charles Dickens
Oliver meets a man named Mr. Gamfield.

Mr. Gamfield wants Oliver to work.

Oliver does not go to work.
Adapted from the original text, *Oliver Twist*, by Charles Dickens
Oliver goes to work with Mr. Sowerberry.

Oliver works at a funeral home.

Oliver eats the dogs food.
Adapted from the original text, *Oliver Twist*, by Charles Dickens
Mr. Sowerberry wants Oliver to work with dead people.

Oliver does not like this work.
Adapted from the original text, *Oliver Twist*, by Charles Dickens
A boy named Noah meets Oliver. More people get sick and die. Oliver gets more work. Noah is upset that Oliver does great at his work with Mr. Sowerberry.
Adapted from the original text, *Oliver Twist*, by Charles Dickens
Noah told a lie. Noah said that Oliver hurt him.

Oliver got in trouble. Oliver was sad. Oliver ran away.
Adapted from the original text, *Oliver Twist*, by Charles Dickens
Oliver walked 70 miles to London, England. Oliver had no food and fell down.
Adapted from the original text, *Oliver Twist*, by Charles Dickens
Oliver meets two boys, Dodger and Charley.

They work for a man named Fagin.

Fagin shows them how to steal.
Adapted from the original text, *Oliver Twist*, by Charles Dickens
Oliver thinks stealing is wrong but he listens to.

Dodger and Charley. Oliver went to work with Dodger and Charley. Oliver was grabbed by a policeman.
Adapted from the original text, *Oliver Twist*, by Charles Dickens
Oliver goes to jail.

Oliver goes to court.

Oliver has to work more.

Oliver gets sick.
Adapted from the original text, *Oliver Twist*, by Charles Dickens
Fagin does not know where Oliver is.

Fagin is mad. Fagin sends Dodger and Charley to find Oliver.
Adapted from the original text, *Oliver Twist*, by Charles Dickens

Mr. Brownlow wants Oliver to live with him.

Oliver goes to the store.

Oliver does not return.
Oliver got lost going to the store.

Fagin found Oliver.
Adapted from the original text, *Oliver Twist*, by Charles Dickens
Fagin and Oliver go to a bad house in a bad, yucky part of town.

Fagin stole clothes and money from Oliver.
People think Oliver is doing bad things but Oliver is a good boy.
Adapted from the original text, *Oliver Twist*, by Charles Dickens
Faigin locks Oliver in a house for days.

Oliver is forced to rob a house.

Oliver is shown a gun and is told he must rob the house.

Oliver is scared and says no.
Adapted from the original text, *Oliver Twist*, by Charles Dickens
During the time Oliver is with Fagin two ladies, Sally and Mrs. Corney meet and tell secrets. Sally said she robbed a pregnant woman. The pregnant woman gave birth to a baby boy. Oliver.

Mrs. Corney kept Sally's secret.
Oliver gets hurt when he tried to rob the house.

Oliver sleeps.

Oliver wakes up confused.
Adapted from the original text, *Oliver Twist*, by Charles Dickens
People wonder if anyone knows who really robbed the house. Some people think it was really Oliver.

Other people say Oliver did not rob the house.

People beg for Oliver not to go to prison.

Oliver is a good boy.
Adapted from the original text, *Oliver Twist*, by Charles Dickens
Policemen try to solve the problem. The policemen said two men and a boy were a part of the problem.
Adapted from the original text, *Oliver Twist*, by Charles Dickens
The two boys, Noah and Dodger make bad choices. Noah and Dodger steal a purse.
The policemen get Noah and Dodger. The policemen do not like Noah and Dodger.
Adapted from the original text, *Oliver Twist*, by Charles Dickens
Oliver feels better. Oliver starts reading more and is a better reader.
Adapted from the original text, *Oliver Twist*, by Charles Dickens
Fagin is bad and he goes to jail.

Mr. Brownlow wants Oliver to live with him and be his son.

Mr. Brownlow and friends move into houses next to a church. Oliver is loved and safe.

The friends and Oliver have a happy life.
Adapted from the original text, *Oliver Twist*, by Charles Dickens
Mr. Brownlow captured a mean, angry man named Monk. Mr. Brownlow found out that Monk fell in love with a woman who became pregnant with Oliver.